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July 1,1993
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission BVY 93 - 066
KITN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

References: a. License No. DPR-28 (Docket No. 50-271)
b. letter, VYNPC to USNRC, BVY 92-055, dated Apdl 5,1992
c. Letter, USNRC to [ Distribution], NVY 924)66, datd April 17.1992
d. Letter, USNRC to VYNPC, NVY 92-067, dated April 17,1992

Subject: 1993 Refueling Outage Vessel Clad Inspection Plans

Dear Sir:

The purpose of this letter is to provide Vermont Yankee's vessel clad inspection plans to NRC
at least 30 days pdor to the 1993 scheduled refueling outage, as committed to in a meeting between
Vermont Yankee and NRC on April 8,1992 and as documented in References (c) and (d).

To briefly summarize the history of this issue, Vermont Yankee performed a reactor vessel
head inspection to address concerns raised in General Electric SIL No. 539 during the 1992
refueling outage. This SIL discussed the situation at Quad Cities Unit 2, where cracking was
detected in both the stainless steel cladding and the low alloy steel under the cladding of the reactor
pressure vessel head. Vermont Yankee discovered indications in areas of cladding inside the
reactor vessel head. Additional inspections revealed similar areas on the reactor pressure vessel
flange.

Vermont Yankee performed extensive ultrasonic examination techniques of over 140
indications and performed manual exploration of a typical " worst case" visual indication to
investigate the nature of the indications. As a result of those investigations Vermont Yankee
concluded that the indications were due to stress corrosion cracking of the furnace sensitized
stainless steel cladding, with no evidence to conclude that the indications compromised the
structural integrity of the nactor pressure vessel or vessel head.

The results of these investigations were submitted to the USNRC in Reference (b) and
presented to representatives of NRC staff in a meeting held on April 8,1992 at USNRC offices

~ [ Reference (c)]. NRC concurred with these findings [ Reference (d)].

At the April 8,1992 meeting Vermont Yankee committed to submit a plan for future
inspections no later than 30 days prior to the next refueling outage. The purpose of this letter is to
pmvide the inspection plan for the 1993 refueling outage, as presented below.

The follow-up inspection during the 1993 Refueling Outage is intended to verify the findings
and conclusions of the previous inspection; i.e. the clad cracking at Vermont Yankee is due to
IGSCC and presents no concern relative to the structural integrity of the reactor pressure vessel
assembly.
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Consistent with the statistical sampling approach that was used in the original inspection, . i
'

Vennont Yankee plans to re-inspect the following amas:
i

1. Re-inspect the eight regions of the RPV head flange that were inspected in 1992. UT |
inspections from the inside diameter of the head flange will be pedormed to detennine flaw depths. i

'
2. Re-inspect the flaw that was partially ground to determine the flaw depth adjacent to the gmund
area by performing UT from the inside diameter of the head flange.

'

.

. <

3. Re-inspect the circumferentially oriented flaws at the top of the manually clad ama near the '

flange to dome weld and on the dollar plate weld by performing UT from the inside diameter of the
head.

!
4. Re-inspect the dryer support bracket indication by performing UT from the vessel outside

,

diameter. i

i

5. All inspections will be pedormed using approved procedures. A calibration block will be used ;

for UT equipment calibration. j
.

Vermont Yankee will keep the NRC Resident Inspector (s) informed ofinspection findings as '

the 1993 refueling outage progresses. Future inspection activities beyond the 1993 refueling
outage will be determined after the results of the 1993 refueling outage inspection have been
analyzed. Should you require further information, please contact this office.

i

Very truly yours, ;
.

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION
. :

WA . A :O A ,L
,

Leonard A.Tremblay,Jr. i
Senior Licensing Engineer :
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cc: USNRC Region I Administrator |
USNRC Resident Inspector- VYNPS !

USNRC Project Manager- VYNPS i
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